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Biden's next storm in the
brewing, Hurricane IDA leaves
over 1 million people without
power, wrecking through New
Orleans but quickly cooling of
leaving the city now to assess the
damage it has caused. 

HISTORIC STORM IDA
HITS US

Biden pays respect to soldiers as Afghan War
comes to an end
The last US plane leaves Afghan soil, and the Taliban congratulates
itself for the US withdrawal. Biden honors the soldiers killed by the
twin bombings at the Kabul airport. The last days of a chaotic and
historic evacuation effort are coming to an end. Nearly all US soldiers
have now left the ground in Kabul, completely abandoning the airport
and leaving the country to the Taliban. The west tries to reorganize
and take up its asylum seekers while the Taliban is left to fight the
ISIS-K by themselves. The war on terror just took a weird twist. With
Biden struggling for approval in his own borders, he must have
realized that this won't be his last storm.  

Japan destroying more
than 2.6 million doses of
Moderna
As the world's vaccination efforts
increase again, Japan announced that
they had to destroy 2.6 million doses
of the Moderna vaccine after 2 deaths
due to the injection of the faulty
vaccine. 
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BITCOIN HYPERISATION KICKING?

The Central Bank of Nigeria announces
partner Bitt for CBDC
The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) has released an official press
statement announcing their new partner for developing a Central
Bank Digital Currency (CBDC). Bitt, the company partnering with the
CBN has yet to comment on this press statement. 
"Given the significant explosion in the use of digital payments and the
rise in the digital economy, the CBN’s decision follows an
unmistakable global trend in which over 85 percent of Central Banks
are now considering adopting digital currencies in their countries." is
stated in the document. While it is true that Nigeria is at the forefront
of the digital currency revolution, it is sad to see that the CBN is
considering the hyperinflated local currency called the Naira as the
base currency. Even though the statement indicates much-needed
"improvements in monetary policy effectiveness", it is still sad to see
that this is not the point of digital currencies. Hard money will fix
this, as Nigeria picks up in digital currency usage, they will realize
that no one will be interested in using their CNBC except for tax
payments. 

"Our goal is to provide as much access as we possibly can for
consumers, by putting more ATMs in all 50 U.S states" stated the CEO
of Bitcoin Depot, Brandon Mintz. Circle K a US retailer and gas station
provider has been teaming with the Bitcoin Depot to bring all its
customers the ability to pay with Bitcoin when checking out.  
Moreover, the El Salvadorean president, Nayib Bukele, has announced
that the country will be adapting  200 Atm's nationwide, increasing
the countries Bitcoin usage and enabling more and more that have
not yet been included in the global financial world, to get access to all
of these very helpful tools.   

Summary
With all this fear and uncertainty around, there are only two things
going up right now, the stock market thanks to QE and the inflation
rate and digital assets in their adoption. With more and more
companies coming to terms with Bitcoin and other digital assets,
countries are next in the line.  How long will it take until we see the full
adoption of Bitcoin as a legal tender within a country and which
country will be first? 

Let us know what you think about this in the comments! 

https://www.cbn.gov.ng/Out/2021/CCD/CBN%20Press%20Release%20(CBDC)%2030082021.pdf

